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ABSTRACT

THE PUBLIC PERCEPTION OF ENRICHMENT
FOR CAPTIVE ANIMALS
by
Elizabeth Marie Webb
May2007

The effects of providing participants with educational information on enrichment
as measured by the looking time at and ratings of zoo photographs were examined. One
hundred and seventeen participants viewed photographs of zoo exhibits, 10 from each of
the following categories: artificial exhibit with artificial enrichment, artificial exhibit with
naturalistic enrichment, naturalistic exhibit with naturalistic enrichment, and naturalistic
exhibit with artificial enrichment. Participants rated the photographs on exhibit aesthetic
appeal, perceived animal happiness, and effectiveness of the enrichment. Pre- and posttest ratings of the importance of zoo roles were also collected. Results showed support for
the hypothesis that participants provided with information on enrichment rated
photographs more positively overall as compared to participants provided with neutral
information. Implications for zoo educational and enrichment programs are discussed.
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CHAPTER!
INTRODUCTION
Since their appearance, zoos have always been one of society's most popular
institutions. More than 900/o of Americans have been to a zoo at least once in their lives
(Heinrich & Birney, 1992). Public attendance at zoos can create a great opportunity for
cultivating an appreciation for wildlife, providing education about the potential for
change, and developing a sense of stewardship for both the environment and the animal
kingdom. This opportunity presents itself through multiple facets of the modem zoo,
including, but not limited to, the zoological park grounds, the presentation of the exhibits,
the availability of educational programs, and the appearance of the animals themselves.
In addition to affecting the public, zoos have an all-encompassing power over the
lives and welfare of the captive populations they house. The way in which animals are
cared for works hand-in-hand with exhibit type and animal presentation within those
exhibits. A delicate balance exists between the responsibility of zoos to their animals and
their dependency on visitors and contributors for their livelihood. In the past and present,
it has commonly been the case that the public has been required to compromise
expectations with reality. Captive animals are not always as active as we would like, they
do not always look as we expect, and they may even display abnormal behaviors. In order
to address these issues, zoos design exhibits (e.g., by limiting hiding places) and utilize
other methods (e.g., the manipulation of feeding schedules) so that they might direct
animal behavior to meet the public's approval. Meeting or exceeding public expectations
is necessary for financial reasons and public satisfaction must be met to encourage return
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visitation. Simultaneously, zoos are working to encourage the welfare (i.e., well-being) of
hundreds of species, each with their own unique natural histories, personalities, and
needs. This goal, however, has not always been the guiding force in zoo management.
Evolution of the Zoo
The modem zoological park was born in Europe in the late 18th century. Traveling
menageries and private animal collections of royalty were eventually replaced in the midl 800s by zoos that were open to the public and displayed animals in taxonomic
arrangement (Kreger & Mench, 1995). These small exhibits contained manicured shrubs
and trees, but during the Industrial Age (18th and 19th centuries) such displays were
believed to be representative of animal life in the wild (Kreger & Mench). In 1907, Carl
Hagenbeck revolutionized the ways in which zoos presented wild animals (Coe, 1996).
By utilizing dramatic panoramas, Hagenbeck showed predator and prey juxtapositions (in
separate exhibits) through coordinated visual sequences in a romantic landscaping style.
A couple of decades later, during the 1930s, exhibit design changed considerably.
Aesthetics were of less importance and architects viewed buildings as ''machines for
living," built to serve a functional purpose (Coe, p. 169). Technological advances in
industrialized nations led to the view that technology and science could provide for all
human (and nonhuman) needs. Coe explains that modernism (sometimes thought of today
as "functionalism") is still a widely used approach to animal exhibitry and is almost
universally the style of choice in nonpublic areas of zoos and aquariums. It is not unusual
for animals in even the best zoos to spend the far greater part of each 24-hr day locked in
functional holding cages, "off display." Far too commonly, these cages are almost exact
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replicas of the old menagerie cages, "invariably noisy, harsh, barred cubicles, lit by cold
fluorescent tubes, with no attention given to acoustic comfort, soft lighting, or any
behavioral or psychological needs of the inhabitants" (Hancocks, 2001, p. 137). This type
of design also still exists in many zoo exhibits that are visible to the public. However,
exhibit features have often been added to these habitats that function as substitutes to
natural counterparts, even though there is no attempt to simulate a natural environment
(e.g., metal platforms, frre hoses serving as vines, cement pools).
In the 1970s, a countermovement away from the purely functional styles in zoo
exhibit design emerged (Jones, Coe, & Paulson, as cited in Coe, 1996). In this alternative
approach, the landscape was of greater focus than the architecture, and the animals and
their exhibit appeared to overshadow the visitor area. Additionally, an increased focus on
exhibit naturalism was attempted to create the feeling of immersion into an animal's wild
habitat for zoo visitors. This endorsement of highly naturalistic exhibits was due to
several developments, including advances in parasite control, the popularity of field
scientists such as Dian Fossey and Jane Goodall, and the emergence of a new generation
of exhibit designers working with visionary zoo directors. This increasing interest in
highly realistic exhibits sparked a revolution in exhibit technology. Many features of
landscape immersion now utilize various forms of technology to make realistic-looking
artificial items, such as rocks and trees, or to incorporate sound or other kinds of
enrichment such as automatic feeding devices. Not only were the possibilities for exhibit
design and enriching exhibit space features increased, but the needs of the animals, staff,
and zoo visitors also began to be more carefully considered. Additionally, a preservation
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message gradually became an increasingly vital role for zoos, which had not always been
true in the past.
Roles of the Modem Zoo
Over the last 35 years, the philosophy underlying the traditional zoo has shifted
from the collection and display of animals for general entertainment and amusement
purposes to a balance including the roles of education and preservation (Kreger &
Mench, 1995). Some early U.S. zoos were open to new ideas such as the breeding and
reintroduction of native species (e.g., bison in 1918). They also provided researchers a
naturalistic laboratory for scientific study, while allowing visitors to enjoy a day of
recreation and education (Crosby, as cited in Kreger & Mench). Today, education
maintains an essential role in fostering an appreciation for animals and their habitat, but
other primary roles continue to exist for the modem zoo. The American Zoo and
Aquarium Association identify both recreation and education as their two main purposes
for existence (Morgan & Hodgkinson, 1999). Reade and Waran (1996) and others include
entertainment, research, and conservation as central roles, although they found that the
public that visited zoos rated entertainment and education as most important (Anderson,
Kelling, Pressley-Keough, Bloomsmith, & Maple, 2003).
Today's professional zoos search for a balance in fulfilling these multiple roles.
To promote world wildlife conservation, zoos have been successful in breeding
endangered species, contributing to the protection of threatened habitat, and conducting
varied types of research (Kreger & Mench, 1995). Education is an integral part of
conservation in that one often must come to know and understand a species in order to
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appreciate its importance and to promote its longevity. Wildlife conservation issues are
becoming ever more important as pressure increases on animal ecosystems and habitats
around the world (Broad, 1996). Zoos have a unique opportunity to inform and educate
about animal behavior as well as how human behavior affects the environment (Louch,
Price, Esson, & Feistner, 1999). The support of an informed public is crucial in
maintaining future biodiversity. If visitors feel like they can make a difference, they will
feel more responsible and connected to habitat and animal preservation. According to
Broad, the conservation attitudes of zoo visitors are of great importance to zoos due to the
fact that they are largely affected by zoo experiences and the resources required for
research come largely from the paying zoo visitor. Modem zoos are largely public
institutions, dependent in part on visitor fees, private donations, and membership fees for
their revenue. Therefore, zoos are extremely motivated to captivate their visitors in order
to encourage return visitation, educate, and thus cultivate pro-conservation attitudes.
Education Through Exhibition
Zoological parks are potentially the most important source of contact between
people and nondomestic animals in modem society because visiting them may be the
only opportunity some people have to encounter ''wild" animals in a peaceful and
meaningful way (Kreger & Mench, 1995). Increasing efforts to promote a greater
understanding and appreciation for wildlife and associated conservation issues have led
to a concentration on the education of zoo visitors (Altman, 1998). Studies of adult zoo
visitors are consistent and reveal that adults actively seek information and have
preconceptions about the habitat of wild animals, which can change after viewing an
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actual exhibit (Birney, 1995). It is also interesting to note that attitude changes and
knowledge gains due to variations in exhibit design are most likely to show up in adult
visitors who are less educated or lack familiarity with the animal (Bitgood, 1992).
Research on the motives of zoo visitors is surprisingly rare and often results in zoo
managers drawing assumptions about the public (Morgan & Hodgkinson, 1999).
Therefore, educational research is crucial to understanding who the zoo-going public are
in order to provide educational information that will communicate appropriately and
effectively to them (Broad, 1996). But, how do the goals of the modem zoo match up
with the motivations of zoo visitors?
A survey of 251 visitors to the San Francisco Zoo found that the top three reasons
for a trip to the zoo were to "bring children," "see the zoo and/or animals," and "enjoy a
nice day" (Morey and Associates, Inc., as cited in Kreger & Mench, 1995). Visitors
generally not only believe that a zoo's main role should be to inform and educate, but
they also expect a zoo visit to be recreational and entertaining. Therefore, education
occurs within the context of recreation but may not serve as a primary reason for
visitation (Morgan 8?, Hodgkinson, 1999). Kellert and Dunlap suggested that most
learning at the zoo is informal, unfocused, and encountered in relatively unstructured and
undemanding ways (as cited in Reade & Waran, 1996). Swanagan (2000) stated that,
"learning in the informal setting is more attitudinal than cognitive" (p. 27). This type of
free-choice learning is self-directed, voluntary, and is guided by a learner's needs and
interests (Dierking & Griffin, as cited in Tofield, Coll, Vyle, & Bolstad, 2003).
Consequently, education in zoos generally refers to an informal process intended to
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impart information on visitors through the use of animal exhibits, informational signs,
interactive displays, keeper talks, tours, and animal shows.
Combining recreation and education may be one way to provide a context for
learning in the form of entertainment. According to Robinson "it is impossible to
understand animals fully by looking only at their outer appearances" (as cited in Heinrich

& Birney, 1992, p. 121 ). In a survey of 3 89 zoo visitors, Anderson et al. (2003) found
that live animal demonstrations and keeper talks had a positive effect on the perception of
visitors' zoo experience. The findings demonstrated that more positive perceptions and
longer visitor stay time existed during training sessions and trainer interpretation.
Heinrich and Birney assessed the effect of live animal demonstrations (performed in
conjunction with oral narration) on retention rates of imparted information. The
educational messages during the shows focused on animal history and skills. After the
show, researchers surveyed 54 adults on site and 34 adults by phone 6 weeks after the
show. Retention rates were as high as 83% with respect to particular educational
messages about certain animals. The data suggest that visitors can make significant and
long-lasting connections between animals' activities and their natural abilities.
Although there are countless avenues to present educational information to zoo visitors,
much of education occurs through observations of the animal behavior and interactions
with their exhibits. Encouraging activity in animals also enhances visitor education,
which works hand-in-hand with the complexity within an exhibit (Altman, 1998).
Presenting greater opportunities for animals to engage in a wide range of behaviors
increases activity and facilitates an interaction between visitors and animals (Altman).
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One way that visitors respond positively to an exhibit is by spending more time
there. Various studies have demonstrated that activity is predictive of holding power (i.e.,
the power of an exhibit to maintain attention and interest) (Bitgood, Patterson, &
Benefield, 1986, 1988). Active animals actually hold visitors at an exhibit twice as long
as when the animal is inactive (Bitgood et al., 1986). Longer holding time allows for a
broader visitor experience with the animals, as well as more time to observe and reflect
on the animal activity and educational information. Therefore, captive animals cannot be
presented as static objects. A visit to the zoo to see animals can help visitors gain
perspective on the world and their place within it, but that requires a visitor's attention so
that one may take advantage of the opportunity for a personal experience with animal
ecology and behavior.
Exhibit Effects
Zoo exhibits can allow a visitor to feel like he or she is looking into the
wilderness, enhancing the experience of being together with an animal in its "natural"
habitat. It is important to consider the visual messages that people receive as they move
through the zoo environment. Hoage (1989) stated that, "perhaps the greatest challenge
confronting a wildlife educator is to encourage people to see animals 'as animals' --that is,
without prejudice or preconceived notions or anthropomorphic projections" (as cited in
Seidensticker & Doherty, 1996). In an interview with zoo visitors at the National
Zoological Park in Washington, D.C., Wolf and Tyrnitz (1980) found that people
assigned both psychological and biological attributes to animal actions. Comments made
about the animals were frequently anthropomorphic and made assumptions about the
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reasons for (a) the animals' behavior and (b) what visitors thought the animals were
thinking. Thus, the designs of zoo exhibits have the potential to convey a variety of
messages depending on their appearance and on how they affect the animals' behavior.
This also supports the idea that the environment in which a species is observed affects the
human perception of the animal (Carlstead, Seidensticker, & Baldwin, 1991). Bitgood
(2002) reinforces the importance of the exhibit when he states that, "once stimulated,
visitors usually become more 'mindful' and are more willing to read and think about
exhibit content" (p. 470).
The type of exhibit utilized depends largely on the message the zoo intends to
convey and has a significant effect upon the characteristics that are used to define that
animal (Kreger, Hutchins, & Fascione, 1998; Maple & Finlay, 1989). Typically there are
two basic types of exhibit design that exist in zoos today. The more traditional zoo
exhibit has evolved very little from the old menagerie style enclosure, maintaining a more
functional design and an artificial appearance. Alternately, today's exhibit designers
strive to provide the visitor with a more naturalistic and aesthetically pleasing enclosure.
A great driving force behind the most recent zoo exhibit engineering and design features
has been the realization that exhibits that are naturalistic in appearance have a substantial,
yet informal, educational impact on zoo visitors (Reade & Waran, 1996). Often, zoos that
maintain realistic natural habitats will only use items that also appear to be a part of the
simulated natural environment (Shepherdson, as cited in Kreger et al.). The manner in
which "naturalistic" is defined however, can make a significant difference in what is
actually used in an exhibit and on the effect that it has on zoo visitors and the animals.

Exhibit design and enrichment items utilized within an exhibit can be either naturalistic
or artificial in design. The examination of the effects of each of these parameters
independently is warranted.
Naturalistic vs. Artificial Exhibits
Price, Ashmore, and McGivem (1994) assessed the potential of two types of
cotton-top tamarin (Saguninus oedipus) exhibits for the enhancement of zoo visitor
interest, knowledge, enjoyment, and conservation education. Approximately 150 visitors
were observed at each of the two exhibit types (free-ranging/naturalistic and
caged/traditional); their comments and looking time were recorded and questionnaires
assessed their reactions to the exhibit and the animals. The free-ranging exhibit held
interest twice as long as the caged exhibit and visitors enjoyed it significantly more than
the cages. Free-range exhibits provide an opportunity for animals to engage in behavior
that may be impossible for caged animals, in addition to the fact that animals in
naturalistic housing are more likely to be active (Bitgood et al., 1988). The only thing that
visitors did not find enjoyable about the free-ranging exhibit was that it was difficult to
see the tamarins, but they also thought that the increased space and diversity in the
environment were the most beneficial attributes to the tamarins. The visitors at the caged
exhibit disliked the basic fact that the tamarins were in cages and on average they felt that
they had learned significantly less than those who visited the free-ranging exhibit. These
results strongly support the idea that naturalistic exhibits and species-specific behavior
can have a tremendous effect on increasing the enjoyment and interest of zoo visitors and
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as a result provide greater opportunities for conservation education (Coe, 1989; Maple &
Finlay, 1989; Price et al., 1994).
Browyn and Ford (1991) conducted a similar analysis of public preference for
differing gorilla exhibits at the Melbourne Zoo. A new immersion exhibit had recently
been built and was compared to the old exhibit Survey results were obtained from
questionnaires completed by 1,614 students visiting the old or new gorilla exhibits.
Relative to the old exhibit, the new immersion exhibit helped students to appreciate
ecological processes enabling them to generalize about the animals as part of a
community and to appreciate the need for habitat preservation. The new enclosure also
positively affected the students' perceived value of the study of wild gorillas, their own
personal commitment to conservation, and their attitudes toward the zoo in general.
Hutchins, Hancocks, and Calip (1978) argued that exhibit habitats should always
replicate an animal's natural environment in order to produce naturalistic (i.e., speciesspecific) behavior. Coe (1989) describes "realistic naturalism" in exhibit design, as
replicating as accurately as possible the total environment in which an animal evolved in
order to provide for the widest possible range of animal needs. He claims that more
realistic habitats will produce more species-typical behaviors, as well as open avenues to
research that may have previously been only available in the wild. Realistically natural
exhibits have not only been found to benefit animals, but are also believed to enhance the
public's appreciation for wildlife conservation (Rhoades & Goldsworthy, as cited in
Morgan & Hodgkinson, 1999). Finlay, James, and Maple (1988) and Shettel-Neuber
(1988) demonstrated that zoo visitors preferred naturalistic over traditional exhibits and
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spent significantly more time viewing them (as cited in Kreger et al., 1998). It is
important to note that naturalistic displays may be more attractive than traditional
displays, not only because of vegetation and design, but also due to the species-specific
behavior and increased activity it can encourage. Thus, pleasing animals and visitors can
be attained through multiple avenues beyond simply placing animals in naturalistic
enclosures.
Forthman-Quick (1984) demonstrated that controversy continues between
supporters of "naturalistic" and of more "functional" approaches to design. Some
observers may dislike that animals in naturalistic exhibits can be too far away or too
difficult to see. Exhibits that maintain realistic naturalism (when in view of the public)
limit the variety of devices that can be used because many do not look "natural" enough.
However, what is "naturalistic" in the viewers' eyes is not always "naturalistic" to the
animal (e.g., Shettel-Neuber, 1988, as cited in Kreger et al., 1998). Exhibits may look
realistically natural, but serve no real natural function to an animal. This demonstrates
one of the major dilemmas for habitat design, which is creating a rewarding experience
for visitors as well as promoting animal welfare. Considering the fact that realistic
naturalistic habitats are increasingly the norm in zoos and that they claim to immerse the
visitor and the animal in a replication of the wild, it is disturbing that there are so few
design decisions based on data regarding animal needs, functionality of an exhibit and
public preference (Ogden, Lindburg, & Maple, 1993). In attempting to replicate the
natural environment, immersion exhibits generally include topographical variation that
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provides visual complexity for both visitors and animals. However, the areas that are
preferred and utilized frequently by animals often have little to do with aesthetics.
In a study with 23 captive lowland gorillas (Gorilla gorilla gorilla) from three
zoological parks, Ogden et al. (1993) sought to determine the structural features
associated with differential enclosure use. Gorillas spent a majority of their time on flat
substrates nearest to the holding buildings. These places could have been associated with
many variables including food and sleeping areas out of the public view and keeper
interaction, which are probably important to zoo animals. Other areas, however, such as
steep slopes, were frequently avoided. Data such as these can be used to "assist designers
of captive habitats in building exhibits that are both well used and provide the zoo visitor
with a high quality experience" (Ogden et al., p. 393). It is vitally important to know how
''natural" an exhibit is for the animals while simultaneously designing an exhibit
appropriate for public education so that "naturalistic habitats ... attempt to replicate both
functional and aesthetic elements of the wild habitat of the species rather than simply
simulating aesthetic features" (Ogden et al., p. 381).
Concern about the appropriateness of captive environments is not new
(Shepherdson, 1998). However, the most recent movement has been to increase the
emphasis on exhibiting animals engaged in naturalistic behaviors and not necessarily just
naturalistic environments. It has been established empirically that increased animal
activity holds visitors at exhibits longer (Bitgood et al., 1986, 1988). Furthermore, it
appears that visitors prefer naturalistic enclosures (when compared to more artificial
exhibits). Yet, little research has actually delved into this issue of public preference by
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systematically examining differences between the presentation of various types of
exhibits and the ways in which we encourage an increase in species-specific animal
behavior and activity.
Environmental Enrichment
Seventy-seven years ago, in his book The Minds and Manners of Wild Animals,
Hornaday (1930) reflected on gorillas in captivity: "It seems that an exhibition cage, in a
zoological park or garden thronged with visitors, actually tends to the suppression, or
even the complete extinguishment, of true gorilla character" (as cited in Maple & Finlay,
1989, p. 101). Since Hornaday's time, field researchers have been able to provide a
clearer picture of the gorilla's "true character" and modem zoos have attempted to
respond by to providing an appropriate context for its complete expression, through the
use of environmental enrichment designed to facilitate species-specific behavior. Each
species has its own natural history and a body of field research that should be examined,
in order to determine what type of enrichment is best for that particular animal and/or
species (Seidensticker & Doherty, 1996).
A captive environment usually presents conditions to which all species must
adjust, such as the presence of humans, imposed feeding regimes (usually combined with
a lack of foraging opportunities), veterinary medical procedures, space limitations, forced
social groupings, and unchanging surroundings (Seidensticker & Doherty, 1996). Hosey
( 1997) explains that zoo animals are often seen even by researchers as abnormal
populations which bear only superficial resemblance to their wild counterparts. Behavior
in captivity must be expected to differ to a certain extent. For example, predator
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avoidance and behaviors related to poor nutrition are less likely to be displayed.
Encouraging healthy species-specific behavior can be aided by the addition of exhibit
features that provide a stimulating environment, rather than only being aesthetically
pleasing to visitors.
By providing environmental stimuli that are intended to enhance the quality of
captive animal psychology and physiological well-being and consequently increase
species-specific behavior, enrichment techniques aim to do just this (Shepherdson, 1998).
In practice, environmental enrichment includes an endless variety of "innovative,
imaginative, and ingenious techniques, devices and, practices aimed at keeping captive
animals occupied, increasing the range and diversity of behavioral opportunities, and
providing more stimulating and responsive environments" (Shepherdson, p. 1). Artificial
termite mounds where chimpanzees can use sticks as tools to obtain food are a good
example of environmental enrichment in practice. Many enrichment devices are
extremely similar to their natural counterparts both visually and functionally, while others
only resemble it in that a particular behavior is encouraged by its use. Enrichment can
also vary in its complexity; some techniques are simple such as presenting food in a new
way (e.g., frozen or mixed in with other items, hanging from branches or fences, or
hidden in hay or straw) while other techniques create complex effects such as technology
(e.g., rotating exhibits, wave pools, simulated changes in the weather, or interactive
computer programs).
In a study that focused on providing enrichment to enhance behavioral freedom in
a feeding situation, Morimura (2003) provided a basic form of feeding enrichment to
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permit voluntary tool-using behavior by chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes). Four infant
chimpanzees had the option of a variety of methods to obtain orange juice with the aid of
tools. Results demonstrated significant spontaneous tool-use behavior (a behavior also
displayed in the wild) in all four chimpanzees. This supports the idea that "environmental
enrichment ... can have the effect of ... enhancing freedom of choice in animal
behavior" (Morimura, p. 246).
Another example for the effective use of enrichment was demonstrated by
Rehling (2000) through the use of"prey puzzle" devices provided to encourage hunting
investigative behaviors in Northern Pacific coast octopi (Octopus dolfleini). Each puzzle
had a different size, shape, and challenge in order for it to be opened and for the prey
inside to be retrieved. The octopi held and inspected the puzzles for long periods of time
significantly improving their activity level even after the prey inside was acquired. The
public also showed increased interest in the octopus exhibit as compared to the time
period before the enrichment was introduced.
The behavioral benefits of enriching the environment of zoo animals by
presenting food in novel ways, providing exhibit furnishings, toys, feeding devices and
other items have been demonstrated many times (e.g., Carlstead et al., 1991; Markowitz,
1982; Morimura, 2003; Seidensticker & Doherty, 1996). In what has become a classic
study, Chamove, Anderson, Morgan-Jones, and Jones (1982) added deep woodchip litter
to otherwise barren primate exhibits. The presence of the woodchips decreased inactivity
and fighting, and increased time spent on the ground. By placing food in the deep litter,
the foraging distribution of animals was also improved. McKenzie, Chamove, and
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Feistner (1986) found similar results with both common marmosets (Callithrixjacchus)
and cotton-top tamarins (Saguinus oedipus) (as cited by Chamove et al.). African crested
porcupines (Hystrix cristata) have also been found to increase their activity to find small
pieces of produce hidden beneath woodchips (Bartos, 1998).
Data indicate that rearing in socially or physically enriched environments, as well
as experience with complex environments as an adult, promotes normal species-typical
behavior (Carlstead et al., 1991). Atypical behaviors including stereotypic pacing and
self-injurious behaviors such as over-grooming, in addition to demonstrating an animal's
poor mental health, can give the visitor a negative impression of the exhibit and the
animal. Any educational message could also easily be lost (Kreger et al., 1998). An
example for the effective use of enrichment to decrease stereotypic pacing behavior
occurred at the National Zoologial Park in Washington, D.C. with an American black
bear (Ursus americanus). Carlstead et al. found that hiding food in the exhibit as an
alternative to the bear's once- or twice-a-day standard feeding regimen was a very
successful means of reducing the pacing behavior by inducing him to spend time
searching for and finding food. Providing an animal with something to do, particularly
motivating species-typical behavior that would occupy a large amount of time in the wild
(e.g., searching for food), can make a tremendous difference in activity and welfare and
the perception of the public. Morimura (2003) explains:
Thus, in order to permit the behavior of captive animals to be "natural," not only
behavioral repertoires and activity budgets, but also the processes through which
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an animal decides to take action, that is, the voluntary nature of the behavior
should be considered to simulate the wild state. (p. 242)
The strength in the simplicity and flexibility of enrichment provides animals with
behavioral options for responding to their environment. Enriching habitats in ways that
stimulate species-typical behaviors also excites public interest, increases appreciation for
the animals, and improves public understanding and education (Morgan, Line, &
Markowitz, 1998).
Naturalistic vs. Artificial Enrichment
When creating realistic naturalistic exhibit habitats, some contend that this must
also exclude the obvious use of any technology (Hutchins, Hancocks, & Calip, 1978). For
example, the mechanical technology used in conditioning animals to trigger feeding
devices should be avoided. Those who support this view would prefer a realistic
naturalistic exhibit, within which only enrichment that looks natural could be utilized.
Kreger et al. ( 1998) assert that realistic exhibits where the intent is to portray the animal
in its natural habitat, "should be not only functional but should also appear to be a natural
and integral part of the simulated natural habitat" (p. 62). It has been previously discussed
that an exhibit's appearance is a critical issue because it can affect not only the visitors'
perceptions but also the quality of their educational experience. With this in mind, Kreger
et al. believe that obviously artificial objects or those that promote anthropomorphic
perceptions are clearly out of place. Examples cited by Kreger et al. include
computerized games (e.g., Markowitz, 1982), children's toys (e.g., Watson, Houston, &
Nacallum, 1989) and televisions (e.g., Maple & Hoff, 1982). This does not mean that
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aesthetics should take precedence over animal welfare, but those who support this view
believe that artificial devices should be hidden or disguised so as to always maintain the
illusion of nature. In contrast, other examples have been given demonstrating that
enrichment of all types (not necessarily natural in appearance) can encourage healthy
activity and species-specific behavior in captive animals (Shepherdson, 1998).
Technology has clearly been shown to enrich the life of animals by providing
challenges and opportunities for achievement (Markowitz, 1982). While using computers
for enrichment may not simulate realistic ultimate or proximate causes, it is not
appropriate to simply dismiss it as unacceptable due to its artificial nature (ForthmanQuick, 1984). In other words, although enrichment involving technology may not look
naturalistic, it may still be legitimate in that it may be equally beneficial for captive
animals. If enrichment items don't look natural, or they employ technology, they may
still satisfy the intellectual needs of the animal and also demonstrate to the public the
plasticity and adaptability of animal behavior (Poole, 1998). It may be more important
when technology is utilized as enrichment to emphasize to the public the reason that
enrichment is included within an exhibit, its importance, and the benefits it bestows on
the animals (Poole). Although it may be valuable to give a chimpanzee a naturalistic
environment, it may be impossible to create what they need intellectually without
combining it with technology. The latter may seem more natural to the observing visitor,
but it offers far less interest to the animal and the zoo visitor. Utilizing both the
naturalistic exhibit design and enrichment technology could therefore, be beneficial to the
animal and to the zoo visitor. Poole argues that although naturalistic enclosures may look
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more aesthetically pleasing to visitors, utilizing all types of enrichment items should be
embraced if it will increase captive animal welfare. The reason for doing so can
consequently be explained to the public. Bitgood et al. (1986) contend that if visitors are
told through signage what to expect in regard to activity, their viewing experiences will
be less disappointing if the exhibit is different than expected. Signage at an exhibit could
be utilized to explain the reasons and benefits for the presence of artificial enrichment
and could help to make it less offensive. Price et al. (1994) demonstrated that the public
would also accept aspects of the exhibit they may not have originally preferred if those
aspects are outweighed by the viewing benefits that are provided (e.g., increased speciesspecific behavior). Thus, disadvantages to reducing the aesthetic appeal of an exhibit by
including artificial-looking enrichment may be balanced by advantages in increasing
species-specific animal behavior.
Support for this idea is provided by a study conducted at the Brookfield Zoo,
where 829 visitors were interviewed about their perceptions of the naturalism of various
exhibits, enrichment, and animal behavior (McPhee, Foster, Sevenich, & Saunders,
1998). Four exhibit types were presented including a barren outdoor grotto, a vegetated
outdoor grotto, a traditional barred outdoor cage, and an indoor immersion exhibit. In all
exhibits, natural items (e.g., browse and logs) and artificial items (e.g., a blue plastic
barrel and a red Boomer ball®) were used. In the traditional barren enclosures, the
absence of items was also considered. In the majority of cases, the presence of
enrichment, regardless of type, did not negatively influence visitors' perceptions. Visitors
generally recognized the purpose of enrichment and understood its importance. Artificial
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items were actually considered to better alleviate boredom, visitors felt that the behaviors
observed with artificial objects seemed more natural because they were "probably ...
supposed to do [that]" (McPhee et al., p. 533). In other words, seeing species-specific
behaviors made exhibits more naturalistic rather than simply having natural objects
present. Visitors felt that natural objects made the animal "feel more at home"; however,
artificial objects were the items most often associated with activity. Additionally, the
animals' perceived "happiness" and well-being were never affected by object type, but
rather visitors attributed both to the weather, the animal's appearance, and/or their own
personal feelings. These data indicate that less caution and more creativity may be needed
in choosing enrichment items and designing exhibits.
Wolf and Tymitz (1980) found that people will accept an artificial environment if
the animal, in their view, behaves "normally." Three hundred public interviews were
conducted at the National Zoological Park in Washington, D.C. The results revealed that
visitor reactions to the essence of exhibits were a major factor influencing the total zoo
experience. When the public perceived abnormal animal behavior they most often
attributed it to captivity in an unnatural environment. Visitors wanted to see clean
exhibits with visible animals that were in close proximity and were engaged in a natural
sequence of behaviors. Preferences also included the presence of up-to-date information
placed near to the enclosures of the animals. As far as information provided, the public
desired more, but within a format that did not intrude on the naturalness of the zoo park.
These findings demonstrate how powerful exhibits can be in influencing an educational
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zoo experience when animals display normal behavior and the appropriate information is
provided.
The public may not appreciate the more subtle psychological factors involved in
the maintenance of captive animals. Increased efforts to educate the public in the needs of
captive animals are therefore still necessary (Price et al., 1994). Coe (1996) states that,
''there has been surprisingly little published work on the evaluation of animal exhibits in
zoos and aquariums from an educational perspective" (p. 171). Enrichment decisions are
usually based on assumptions of what is most educationally beneficial for zoo visitors to
view within exhibits (McPhee et al., 1998). A major obstacle is to address visitors'
reactions to different types of exhibits and enrichment. McPhee et al. explains this newly
developed dilemma:
Few zoo professionals consider the effect of a red ball on the perceived naturalism
of a barred cage, but many worry about that same red ball in a multi-million dollar
simulation of the Asian rainforest. These assumptions often prevent the use of
enrichment items on exhibit, especially in those exhibits considered to be more
naturalistic. (p. 526)
Knowing public preferences for styles of exhibit design as well as the effect of visible
enrichment on public perception would allow zoos to more specifically cater to human
and animal needs. Additionally, exhibits and enrichment should be evaluated based on
expectations other than public preference to determine how successfully they meet the
needs of animals. Providing zoo visitors with information on the importance of
environmental enrichment and explanations regarding artificial items present in the
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exhibit may be sufficient to dispel any misconceptions while gaining public approval of
exhibits that are not completely naturalistic.
Other questions that still remain include the effect of signage explaining
enrichment and exhibit holding power with different types of enrichment. Additionally,
determining appropriate information targeted at specific visitor traits would allow zoos to
more specifically tailor educational information based on defining characteristics for
visitors. An example could be to provide zoo visitors, who are also pet owners, with
comparisons between the benefits of providing their pets with toys and the similar
benefits of enrichment that exist for captive zoo animals. Supplementary information
would of course be required in order to avoid the comparison between zoo animals and
pets. But, what remains important is learning more about our visitors, their perceptions
and preferences, and the potential for change by providing appropriate educational
information.
Current Study
This study aimed to address some of these remaining questions in addition to
replicating previous research. Providing education about enrichment, as well as the
differing types of enrichment (naturalistic and artificial) present in exhibits, was expected
to have an effect on the perceptions of animals and exhibits. Half of the participants were
provided with information on naturalistic and artificial enrichment (educated condition),
while the other half received neutral information regarding zoos (not educated condition).
All participants were presented with photographs of exhibits that looked either artificial
and or naturalistic; each exhibit also had either artificial or naturalistic enrichment. This
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resulted in four categories of photograph type: artificial exhibit with artificial enrichment,
artificial exhibit with naturalistic enrichment, naturalistic exhibit with naturalistic
enrichment, and naturalistic exhibit with artificial enrichment. Participants provided
Likert ratings of perceived enrichment effectiveness, animal happiness, and the aesthetic
appeal of the exhibits in the photographs. The differences in holding power between the
two exhibit types, containing either naturalistic or artificial enrichment, were measured
objectively through looking time at the photographs. Additionally, comparisons were
made between participants in each education condition on their ratings of the importance
of zoo roles.
Hypotheses
Perception of Enrichment

The participants in the educated condition were hypothesized to rate enrichment
higher than those in the not educated condition, regardless of photograph type. A
significant main effect of photograph type was also predicted and it was expected that
photographs with artificial exhibits would have higher ratings for enrichment
effectiveness because enrichment would be viewed as a greater necessity.
Animal Happiness

Participants in the educated condition were predicted to rate animal happiness
higher than those in the not educated condition, regardless of photograph type. A main
effect of photograph type was also predicted and it was expected that photographs of
animals in naturalistic exhibits would receive higher ratings than those in artificial
exhibits. An interaction was also hypothesized and participants in the educated condition
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were expected to rate animal happiness higher in exhibits with artificial enrichment,
specifically naturalistic exhibits with artificial enrichment. Conversely, participants in the
not educated condition were hypothesized to rate animal happiness highest in naturalistic
exhibits with naturalistic enrichment.

Exhibit Aesthetic Appeal
No main effect of education was hypothesized on ratings of exhibit aesthetic
appeal. However, a significant main effect of photograph type was predicted. It was
hypothesized that the specific combination of naturalistic exhibit design and naturalistic
enrichment would be rated highest for exhibit aesthetic appeal.

Looking Time
A longer looking time was hypothesized for participants in the educated
compared to the not educated condition. A significant main effect of photograph type was
also hypothesized based on previous research demonstrating public preference (e.g.,
Finlay et al., 1988, as cited in Kreger et al., 1998; Price et al., 1994). It was expected that
all participants would spend the most time looking at the naturalistic exhibits. The
variables were also expected to interact such that participants in the educated condition
would look at photographs with artificial enrichment longer than those in the not
educated condition. Not educated participants were predicted to spend the most time
looking at photographs with naturalistic enrichment.

Ratings o/Zoo Roles
Participants in the educated condition were hypothesized to give a higher rating to
"education" as a zoo role post study than those in the not educated condition. This would
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demonstrate that providing educational information as an effective means to increase
awareness of a zoo visit as an educational experience.

CHAPTER II
METHOD
Participants
Central Washington University's Human Subjects Review Committee approved
this study prior to data collection. There were 117 participants who contributed to this
study; four additional sets of participant data were excluded from the data analysis
because of technical difficulties requiring a restart. College students from Central
Washington University were notified of the opportunity to participate through
advertisement in the psychology building and announcements during certain psychology
classes. Participants were able to voluntarily sign up for specific times to participate.
The demographic data demonstrated that a majority of the participants in this
study had some college education, experience visiting zoos, and had current or past
personal experience owning a variety of pets.
The average age of participants was 21 years, the youngest participants were 18
years old and the oldest participant was 41 years old. There were 76 females and 41
males. A majority of the participants (71.8%) had completed some college courses.
Participants with a college degree or higher made up 15.4% of the sample. All
participants had at least a high school diploma.
Only two participants reported never visiting a zoo, and 38.4% of the participants
had visited a zoo five times or less. All of the other participants (59.9%) had visited zoos
six times or more.
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Participants were also asked about their pet ownership history. Four participants
(3.4%) had never owned a pet, and 18.8% of the participants did not currently own a pet
during the time of the study. Approximately 45.3% of the participants owned one or two
pets, 18% of the participants owned three to four pets, and the remaining 14.5% of the
participants owned five or more pets during the time of the study. A majority of the
subjects currently owned (72.6%) or had previously owned (91.5%) cats and/or dogs as
pets. Fish and rodents/small mammals were previously owned as pets by over half of the
participants (64.1% and 52.3%, respectively). Reptiles, birds, and farm animals were
previously owned as pets by 25% of participants.
Materials
Prior to the beginning of the study, several hundred photographs from a selection
of zoos in different locations, including a variety of species, taken by various
photographers were collected. Each photograph contained naturalistic or artificial
enrichment, all within actual zoo exhibits that were naturalistic or artificial in design.
Photographers or webmasters gave their permission for the use of the photographs in this
study. The photographs were then reviewed by a group of eight students and professors.
Each individual rated every photograph based on classification of exhibit type (artificial
or naturalistic) and enrichment type (artificial or naturalistic). The 10 photographs agreed
upon as the most representative of each category (artificial exhibit with artificial
enrichment, artificial e~bit with naturalistic enrichment, naturalistic exhibit with
naturalistic enrichment, and naturalistic exhibit with artificial enrichment) were selected
for use in this study (see Appendix A). A computer program specifically designed for this
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study was utilized to display the photographs and record all objective and subjective
measures.
Procedure
Before beginning, participants were asked to read and sign a copy of the informed
consent. They were also given a copy to keep (see Appendix B). Participants who choose
to take part in the study (n = 117) were randomly assigned to either the educated (n = 57)
or not educated (n = 60) condition and viewed all photographs. Educated participants
received information on enrichment describing the benefits of, and the differences
between, naturalistic and artificial enrichment ( see Appendix C). Examples of each type
of enrichment were also described. The not educated participants received neutral zoo
information so that participants in each condition had equal amounts of information to
read (see Appendix D).
Initially, participants viewed another copy of the informed consent, in electronic
format, on the computer. Then, the computer presented participants with instructions as
to how to use the computer program, how to respond with the computer mouse, and what
to expect during the study (see Appendix E). The first portion of the study instructed
participants via computer screen to complete a demographic survey (see Appendix F).
Participants were also requested to rate the importance of zoo roles (see Appendix G).
Next, instructions were presented on the computer screen with a primer to give the
participants an example ofa photograph and questions (see Appendix H). Depending on
their group assignment, participants then viewed either the educated condition text or the
not educated condition (neutral) text. Participants in both conditions then viewed the
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same 40 color photographs three times: once for each of the subjective questions
(perception of enrichment effectiveness, animal happiness, and exhibit aesthetic appeal).
All participants were presented with a sentence defining enrichment before requesting a
rating of enrichment effectiveness. The sentence read: "Enrichment involves adding
something to a captive animal's environment or modifying that environment to stimulate
behaviors resembling those of a healthy wild animal." The order of the question blocks
was constant (enrichment effectiveness, animal happiness, exhibit aesthetic appeal);
however, the 40 photographs were presented randomly within each block to avoid order
effects.
Participants provided Likert scale answers (i.e., Choices 1 through 6) to the three
questions (perception of enrichment effectiveness, animal happiness, and exhibit
aesthetic appeal) for each photograph. Answers available differed for each question type,
such as: "I think the enrichment in this photograph is adequate," "The animal in this
photograph looks happy and engaged," and "The exhibit in this photograph is bleak and
unpleasant" (Appendix H). However, the scale was consistent across question types as a
larger number represented a more positive perception. Additionally, as an objective
measure of preference the computer program measured the time (in milliseconds) that
participants spent looking at each photograph.
At the completion of the photograph viewing, participants were once again asked
to rate the importance of zoo roles as a posttest measure. The final screen in the computer
program thanked participants for their involvement in the experiment and instructed them
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that the experiment had concluded. Participants were debriefed and their participation in
the study was then complete (see Appendix I).
Statistical Analysis
A 2 x 4 (education condition x photograph type) mixed design analysis of
variance was performed for each of the four dependent variables (ratings of enrichment
effectiveness, perception of animal happiness, exhibit aesthetic appeal, and looking time
in milliseconds). Additionally, post hoc comparisons of confidence intervals were used to
determine the more specific effects of education and photograph type on the four
dependent variables.
Three of the four dependent variables (participants' perceptions of enrichment
effectiveness, animal happiness, and exhibit aesthetic appeal) were measured through
Likert scale ratings coupled with each photograph. A total question score (e.g., score for
perception of animal happiness) was calculated from participants' answers to Likert scale
rating (I being low, 6 being high) for each of the four photograph categories. For each
question, the highest possible score for a photograph type was 60, or a rating of "6" for
all IO photographs in a category. A lower score represented a more negative perception
and a higher score represented a more positive perception. The fourth dependent variable,
looking time measured in milliseconds, was also recorded for each photograph. A
normalized score of looking time was calculated for each of the four photograph types by
adding all latencies together for a particular photograph type and dividing by the overall
time spent looking at photographs.
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Participant demographics (e.g., number of times to a zoo, pet ownership, etc.)
were collected to define the sample and to look for predictive trends. The pre- and posttest ratings of zoo roles were also compared descriptively to determine if participants'
opinions changed before and after learning about enrichment (educated condition) and/or
viewing the zoo photographs (all participants).

CHAPTER III

RESULTS
Perception of Enrichment
For the subjective rating of quality and effectiveness of enrichment, there was a
significant main effect of education (F(l, 115) = 10.11,p = .002). The educated condition
rated enrichment quality and effectiveness higher (M = 35.65, SE= .94) than the not
educated condition (M = 31.50, SE= .91 ). The main effect of photograph type was also
significant (F(3, 345) = 96. 72, p

=

.000). Tukey post hoc comparisons revealed that all

photograph types were significantly different. The naturalistic exhibit with naturalistic
enrichment had the highest rating (M = 42.13, SE= .97), followed by the naturalistic
exhibit with artificial enrichment (M = 35.31, SE= .90), then the artificial exhibit with
naturalistic enrichment (M= 30.12, SE= .84), and finally the artificial exhibit with
artificial enrichment (M= 26.53, SD= .93) (see Figure 1).
The interaction between education and photograph type was significant (F(3, 345)
=

6.16,p = .000). Comparisons of confidence intervals revealed no overlap and therefore

significant differences between several levels of education and photograph type (Figure
1). Participants in the educated condition rated both categories of photographs with
artificial enrichment significantly higher than those in the not educated condition.
Participants in the educated condition also rated photographs with artificial exhibit and
naturalistic enrichment higher than the not educated condition.
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Figure 1. Mean ratings of perception of enrichment for the educated (n = 57) and not

educated (n

= 60) conditions. Vertical lines indicate 95% confidence intervals. AXAN =

artificial exhibit with artificial enrichment; AXNN = artificial exhibit with naturalistic
enrichment; NXAN = naturalistic exhibit with artificial enrichment; NXNN = naturalistic
exhibit with naturalistic enrichment.

Animal Happiness
Participants were asked to rate their perception of how the animal(s) felt in the
photograph. Once again, the main effect of education was significant (F( 1, 115) = 8.21,
p

= .005). The educated condition rated animal happiness more highly (M= 39.81,
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SE= .85) than the not educated condition (M= 36.41, SE= .83). There was also a
significant main effect of photograph type (F(3, 345) = 167.03,p = .000). Tukey post hoc
comparisons again revealed that all photograph types were significantly different from
one another. The highest rated photograph category was the naturalistic exhibit with
artificial enrichment (M = 44.50, SE = .72), followed by the naturalistic exhibit with
naturalistic enrichment (M = 42.16, SE= .73), the artificial exhibit with artificial
enrichment (M = 33.35, SE= .79), and finally the artificial exhibit with naturalistic
enrichment (M= 32.26, SE= .71) (see Figure 2).
The interaction between education and photograph type was not significant (F(3,
345) = 2.46,p = .063). However, examination of the confidence intervals indicates a
similar pattern to the question on perception of enrichment: participants in the educated
condition consistently rated photographs with artificial enrichment higher than
participants in the not educated condition.
Exhibit Aesthetic Appeal
In accordance with the other subjective measures, the main effect of education
was also significant on ratings of exhibit visual appeal (F(l, 115) = 6.35, p

= .013).

Participants in the educated condition rated photographs to be more aesthetically
appealing (M= 33.69, SE= .84) than those in the not educated condition (M= 30.75, SE

= .81). The main effect of photograph type was also significant (F(3, 345) = 396.81,
p = .000). Similar to the ratings for the perception of enrichment, Tukey post hoc
comparisons of photograph type revealed that the naturalistic exhibit with naturalistic
enrichment rated the highest (M= 42.95, SE= .76), followed by the naturalistic exhibit
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Figure 2. Mean ratings of animal happiness for the educated (n = 57) and not educated (n

= 60) conditions. Vertical lines indicate 95% confidence intervals. AXAN = artificial
exhibit with artificial enrichment; AXNN = artificial exhibit with naturalistic enrichment;
NXAN = naturalistic exhibit with artificial enrichment; NXNN = naturalistic exhibit with
naturalistic enrichment.

with artificial enrichment (M = 40.04, SE= .79), then the artificial exhibit with
naturalistic enrichment (M= 25.54, SE= .69), and finally the artificial exhibit with
artificial enrichment (M= 20.33, SE= .81) (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Mean ratings of exhibit aesthetic appeal for the educated (n = 57) and not
educated (n = 60) conditions. Vertical lines indicate 95% confidence intervals. AXAN =
artificial exhibit with artificial enrichment; AXNN = artificial exhibit with naturalistic
enrichment; NXAN = naturalistic exhibit with artificial enrichment; NXNN = naturalistic
exhibit with naturalistic enrichment.

The interaction between education and photograph type was not significant (F(3,
345)

= 0.826, p = .48).
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Looking Time
There was no significant difference between the educated and not educated
conditions in looking time (F(l, 115) = 0.164, p

=

.686). However, there was a significant

main effect of photograph type (F(3, 345) = 8.47,p = .000). Not all photograph type
categories were significantly different from one another; however, descriptively, the
looking time (in milliseconds) was greatest in the photograph category artificial exhibit
with artificial enrichment (M = .179, SE= .003), followed by naturalistic exhibit with
artificial enrichment (M = .1 78, SE = .003 ), artificial exhibit with naturalistic enrichment
(M = .171, SE= .003), and finally naturalistic exhibit with naturalistic enrichment
(M = .163, SE = .002). Tukey post hoc analyses revealed that significant differences did

exist between the artificial exhibit with artificial enrichment with longer looking time as
compared to the artificial exhibit with naturalistic enrichment. Additionally, the artificial
exhibit with naturalistic enrichment had significantly longer looking time as compared to
the naturalistic exhibit with naturalistic enrichment. The naturalistic exhibit with artificial
enrichment also had significantly longer looking time as compared to the naturalistic
exhibit with naturalistic enrichment (see Figure 4).
The interaction between education and photograph type was significant, F(3, 345)

= 2.674,p = .047. Analysis of confidence intervals revealed a tendency for the artificial
exhibit with naturalistic enrichment photograph category to have a longer looking time in
the educated condition than the not educated condition (confidence intervals do not
overlap the mean of the comparison group). Conversely, participants in the not educated
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condition tended to look at the naturalistic exhibit with artificial enrichment photograph
category longer than the educated condition (Figure 4).
Ratings of Zoo Roles
When a comparison was made of the median importance ratings for each zoo role,
the first and second choices were the same for pre- and posttests, and across both the
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educated and not educated condition (see Table 1). Overall, "animal caretaking" was
rated as most important regardless of condition and "conservation" was rated as second
most important. The posttest demonstrated that "education" shifted up one rank in the
order of importance for both conditions. The educated condition rated the zoo role of
"education" fourth most important in the pretest and third most important in the posttest.
In the not educated condition, "education" was rated fifth most important in the pretest,
which shifted to fourth most important in the posttest. Research was ranked as least
important in both conditions.

Table 1
Median ofZoo Roles by Order ofImportance
Educated (n
Order of
Importance

= 57)

Not educated (n

= 60)

Pretest

Posttest

Pretest

Posttest

1

A

A

A

A

2

C

C

C

C

3

C

D

C

C

4

D

D

E

D

5

E

E

D

D

6

E

E

E

E

Note. A

= animal caretaking; C = conservation; D = education; E = recreation/

entertainment.
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An alternate way to examine the pre- and posttest ratings was to compare means
and medians ordered by zoo roles, rather than by choice (see Table 2). This comparison
demonstrated similar results to the previous method: animal caretaking and conservation
were rated first and second most important as zoo roles, respectively.

Table 2
Means and Medians ofZoo Roles by Role Type

Educated (n
Pretest

=

57)

Not educated (n

Posttest

Pretest

=

60)

Posttest

M

Mdn

M

Mdn

M

Mdn

M

Mdn

Animal
caretaking

1.66

1

1.54

1

1.93

1

1.73

1

Breeding

4.21

4

4.32

4

4.23

4

4.27

4

Conservation

2.70

2

2.88

2

2.30

2

2.60

2

Education

3.16

3

3.25

3

3.37

3

3.28

3

Recreation/
entertainment

5.07

6

4.93

5

5.22

6

5.02

6

Research

4.19

4

4.09

4

3.95

4

4.10

4

Zoo roles

Note. Zoo roles were rated on a scale from 1 to 6, with 1 being most important and 6

being least important.
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Education, however, was rated as the third most important zoo role, pre- and
posttest, in both conditions. Research and breeding were closer to the fourth most
important zoo role and recreation/entertainment was rated as the least important overall.

CHAPTERIV
DISCUSSION
Perception of Enrichment
For the subjective rating of enrichment effectiveness, the educated condition
consistently rated photographs more highly than the not educated condition, except in the
naturalistic exhibit with naturalistic enrichment condition where there was no difference.
Results suggest that educational information did support participant awareness of the
presence of enrichment and they felt more positively about enrichment than those
provided with neutral information. There was no significant difference between
educational conditions in the naturalistic exhibit with naturalistic enrichment photograph
category; however, ratings in both conditions were uniformly high for this photograph
type, which suggests that supplementary information on enrichment may not be necessary
to have an impact. Although, offering additional information could subsequently translate
into a greater effect in the other three exhibits and enrichments conditions. Therefore,
providing zoo visitors with information on the importance of environmental enrichment
can be an effective way to increase positive perception of enrichment where artificial
exhibits or enrichment are used.
Contrary to what was hypothesized, it was the photographs of naturalistic exhibits
regardless of enrichment type that were rated more highly by participants on the measure
of enrichment effectiveness. This result was similar to the result obtained by McPhee et
al. ( 1998), in which the presence of enrichment, regardless of type, did not negatively
influence visitors' perceptions. A significant interaction in the current study revealed that
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participants had varied ratings for enrichment effectiveness based on photograph type;
however the two most negatively rated photograph groups were both with artificial
exhibits. Although there was not a control group of photographs without enrichment, the
type of enrichment seemed to matter less to the rating of the effectiveness of enrichment
than did the type of exhibit in which it appeared. This result supports the use of all types
of enrichment when available and suggests that the focus of using naturalistic design
should be on the exhibit type rather than the enrichment type.
It is also interesting to note that the average scores for enrichment effectiveness
were between ratings of 3 or 4. A rating of 3 indicated, "I see enrichment in this
photograph, but I think there should be more to make a difference" and a rating of 4
indicated, "I think the enrichment in this photograph seems adequate." These ratings
demonstrate that participants felt on average that enrichment had room for improvement,
regardless of exhibit and enrichment type.
Animal Happiness
A significant main effect of education for ratings of animal happiness
demonstrated that the educated condition once again rated photographs higher than the
not educated condition. Photographs with a naturalistic exhibit were rated higher by both
educational conditions than those with an artificial exhibit. A significant main effect of
photograph type demonstrated that animals were perceived to be happiest overall in the
naturalistic exhibit with artificial enrichment followed by the naturalistic exhibit with
naturalistic enrichment. Yet, participants rated the effectiveness of enrichment highest in
the naturalistic exhibit with naturalistic enrichment. This demonstrates an interesting
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disconnect between animal happiness and the effectiveness of enrichment. These results
suggest that zoo visitors provided with information on enrichment would have more
positive perceptions of animal happiness, but that it might also be beneficial to provide
information on the how we define animal happiness and what that looks like when
translated into encouraging species-specific behaviors and animal well being.
These results were contrary to animals' perceived "happiness" and well being
measured by McPhee et al. (1998). In this prior study, participants attributed animal wellbeing to the weather, the animal's appearance, and/or their own personal feelings.
Weather could not have played a factor during the current study, and if personal feelings
did affect ratings they would have been expected to randomly affect both conditions.
Overall, animals' appearance in relation to the type of exhibit and enrichment could have
affected participants' ratings, and it could have varied systematically between categories.
Future studies could benefit from examining actual zoo exhibits where weather and other
"real-life zoo" variables might have an effect; however, obtaining an equally large
sampling of exhibits as used in this study would be next to impossible.
Exhibit Aesthetic Appeal
Ratings of exhibit aesthetic appeal aligned with the previous subjective ratings
with a significant main effect of education: the educated condition rated photographs
more highly. There was no significant difference between educational conditions in the
naturalistic exhibit with naturalistic enrichment photograph category, which were rated as
most aesthetically pleasing. This result is supported by previous research that also
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demonstrates public preference for exhibits with naturalistic design (Bitgood et al., 1988;
Finlay et al. 1998, as cited in Kreger et al., 1998; Shettel-Neuber, 1988).
The assumption that zoo visitors find naturalistic exhibits more aesthetically
pleasing has been maintained in this study. This result is not surprising, nor is it hard to
understand that humans prefer a zoo design mimicked after a natural environment. The
ratings for enrichment effectiveness and animal happiness, however, suggest a highly
positive perception of exhibits with artificial enrichment. Therefore, providing zoo
visitors with information about what to expect in an exhibit, particularly regarding
enrichment, will increase their positive perceptions overall. When seeking positive public
perception, it is necessary to consider more than just aesthetic appeal when deciding
whether or not to use artificial features.
Looking Time
Bitgood et al. (1986, 1988) established that visitors respond positively to exhibits
by spending greater amounts of time there. The power of an exhibit to maintain attention
and interest demonstrates "holding power" which was measured in looking time (duration
in milliseconds) during this study. Finlay et al. (1988) and Shettel-Neuber (1988) found
that zoo visitors spent significantly more time viewing the naturalistic over traditional
exhibits (as cited in Kreger et al., 1998). The results of this study demonstrated a different
result, which may have largely been due to the presence of enrichment. A significant
main effect of photograph type demonstrated that the artificial exhibit with artificial
enrichment had the longest looking time followed by the naturalistic exhibit with
artificial enrichment. Although there was no main effect of education, a significant
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interaction and patterns in the data suggest that the Educated condition spent the most
time looking at photographs with artificial exhibit and artificial enrichment and that the
not educated condition looked the longest at photographs of naturalistic exhibits with
artificial enrichment.
Inspection of the subjective ratings revealed that the objective measure of looking
time was a deviation from the rest. The naturalistic exhibits (with both types of
enrichment) were consistently rated more highly for all three subjective questions. These
results would support visitor preference for naturalistic exhibits, regardless of enrichment
type. However, the measure of looking time suggests that the holding power of an
exhibit, and thus the amount of time a zoo is given to educate the public, is greater in
exhibits with artificial enrichment (regardless of exhibit type). Therefore, it can be
concluded that even in the absence of information on enrichment, the most powerful
combination in an exhibit based on objective holding power includes both naturalistic
exhibit features and artificial enrichment items.
Ratings of Zoo Roles
The results of the rankings of zoo roles demonstrated that "animal caretaking"
was consistently rated most important. Additionally, "conservation" was ranked as the
second most important across conditions, and "education" was consistently considered
more important than "breeding," "research," and "recreation/entertainment." The
hypothesis that the educated condition would rate the zoo role of "education" more
highly during the posttest was only supported when medians were compared within each
numbered choice. Results did not demonstrate strong support for an increase in the
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importance of the zoo role of "education" after providing information on enrichment.
However, participants overall did consider "education" to be one of the top three roles for
zoos.

The roles of "recreation" and "education" are identified as the American Zoo and
Aquarium Association's two main purposes for existence (Morgan & Hodgkinson, 1999).
A previous study found that the people who visited zoos rated "entertainment" and
"education" as most important (Anderson et al., 2003). It may be that the study by
Anderson et al. did not offer "animal caretaking" and "conservation" as choices for zoo
roles; however, Reade and Waran (1996) did include "research" and "conservation" as
central roles in their study and had the same results. The role of "animal caretaking,"
although not noted in previous studies, also seems to be elemental, as participants in the
current study considered it to be the most important zoo role.
Both pre- and posttest ratings of zoo roles support the results of Morey and
Associates, Inc., that visitors generally believe that one of a zoo's main roles should be to
inform and educate (as cited in Kreger & Mench, 1995). Contrary to the traditional
marketing and business perspective of a zoological organization, the participants in this
study indicate that education is more important than recreation. Furthermore, animal
caretaking was rated as most important and it has already been demonstrated that the
provision of enrichment is a key way to provide a quality environment for captive
animals.
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Conclusions
Birney (1995) demonstrated that adult zoo visitors approach exhibits with
preconceptions, but that they actively seek information that can change their viewing
experience and ideas about wild animals. Participant preference for naturalistic exhibits
was consistent across all subjective ratings in this study. However, the current results also
confirm the hypothesis that educational information on enrichment may cause visitors to
consider all exhibits more aesthetically pleasing. Viewing experiences, or in this case the
ratings of enrichment effectiveness, animal happiness, and aesthetic appeal, were more
positive in most photograph categories for participants who were educated on what
enrichment looks like and why it is beneficial. This gives further support to reasons to
provide the public with information on enrichment, because not only does it increase
visitor participation, but utilizing more enrichment also increases species-specific
behavior and consequently holding power of an exhibit (Bitgood et al., 1986). Even
though naturalistic enclosures may look more aesthetically pleasing to visitors, results
demonstrated that utilizing all types of enrichment items can be done without having a
negative effect and it should be embraced if it will increase captive animal welfare
(Poole, 1998). McPhee et al. (1998) explained that zoos are often making exhibit and
enrichment decisions based on assumptions regarding public preference. Exhibits
designed to more specifically meet both human preference and animal needs would allow
for a much more effective, educational, and rewarding experience.
The negative effect on zoo experiences previously believed to be caused by
artificial enrichment has not been demonstrated in these data. Results have suggested that
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understanding the purpose behind enrichment has a tremendously positive effect on
overall perception. As humans, we appreciate the aesthetics of natural features; however,
the data suggest that there are no valid reasons not to provide the most effective forms of
environmental enrichment, regardless of its appearance. This is true in the case of
naturalistic or artificial exhibits. When participants are provided with information on
enrichment, there is a significant increase in positive perception of enrichment
effectiveness, animal happiness, and exhibit aesthetic appeal. This includes increases of
positive perception specifically in exhibits with artificial enrichment Therefore, basing
enrichment decisions simply on the idea of naturalistic or artificial features is without
foundation.
Empowering zoo visitors with information, such as the data collected in this
study, would encourage their participation in taking responsibility for how human
behavior affects the animal world. We know public support is crucial to zoo success and
it is also necessary for habitat and animal preservation (Broad, 1996). Once zoo visitors
can feel more connected to the importance of zoo roles and particularly the purpose
behind exhibit design and animal care, then they will usually become more "mindful" and
willing to seek out more information (Bitgood, 2002). The simple intervention of
providing a brief amount of enrichment information is an easy way to embrace the unique
opportunity to educate the public and foster support for conservation efforts. This
technique also allows for greater flexibility in the use of environmental enrichment,
which would provide support to the consensus that animal caretaking is indeed the most
important zoo role.
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Future Research
Future research would benefit from examining a comparison between exhibits
with and without enrichment, in order to more specifically target preferences for exhibit
type versus enrichment type individually. However, this is challenging due to the fact that
many exhibits present "built-in" enrichment, such as climbing structures and browse. It
might also be valuable to utilize live video of animals within zoo exhibits, interacting
with enrichment, to try to replicate an actual zoo experience. The closer we can come to
replicating real life within a controlled setting, the more applicable experimental results
will be when applied to actual situations.
The participant sample for the current study was drawn from a very narrow
population in the university, thus it would also be valuable to study a more diverse
sample and/or utilize participants with greater cultural differences and varying
perceptions of zoos and captive animals. In order for more direct relationships between
demographics (such as pet ownership) and the dependent variables to be examined,
experimental conditions would need between-subject comparisons with groups of greater
variability. To more specifically cater to zoo visitors, further consideration of the
correlation between visitor characteristics and preferences could allow for the design of
more appropriate educational methods.
This study has demonstrated how asking questions regarding public perception
rather than basing decision off of assumption can lead to very positive results. A simple
intervention of providing educational information on enrichment has been demonstrated
to increase overall positive perceptions of animals and zoo exhibits, allowing for greater
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flexibility in the use of enrichment. Continued research would allow us to further
pinpoint effective educational methods and informational content that can make a world
of difference for both zoo visitors and the animals they go to see.
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APPENDDffiS
Appendix A
Photograph Examples

Figure Al. Artificial exhibit with artificial enrichment. Photograph from J. Cohen (n.d.),
Smithsonian National Zoological Park. Reprinted with permission.
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Figure A2. Artificial exhibit with naturalistic enrichment. Photograph from E. Helmick

(2001a), Honolulu Zoo. Reprinted with permission.
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Figure A3. Naturalistic exhibit with naturalistic enrichment. Photograph from R.

Hackney (n.d.), North Carolina Zoo. Reprinted with permission.
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Figure A4. Naturalistic exhibit with artificial enrichment. Photograph from E. Helmick
(2001 c), Honolulu Zoo. Reprinted with permission.
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Appendix B
Informed Consent

Study Title: Public Perception of Zoos
Principal Investigator: Eliz.a.beth Webb, Experimental Psychology graduate student,
Faculty Sponsor: Dr. Megan Matheson, Associate Professor of Psychology

1. What you should know about this study:
a. You are being asked to join a research study.
b. This consent form explains the research study and your part in the study.
c. Please read it carefully and take as much time as you need.
d. Ask questions about anything you do not understand now, or when you think
of them later.
e. You are a volunteer. If you do join the study and change your mind later, you
may quite at any time without fear of penalty or loss of benefits.
f. While you are in this study, the study team will keep you informed of any new
information that could affect whether you want to stay in the study.
2. Why is this research being done?
This research is being done to better understand people's perceptions of zoos.
3. Who can take part in this study?
Anyone 18 years of age or older.
4. What will happen if you join this study?
During this study you will be asked to answer questions regarding your demographic
information; however you will in no way be identifiable from your responses. You
will also be asked to view photographs and answer questions regarding these
photographs. Your name will not be recorded or attached to any of the opinions you
give during this study.
5. Are there benefits to being in the study?
a. If you are enrolled in a CWU class that awards you points/credit for
participating in research, you will receive that for participating in this study.
b. Additionally, if you take part in this study you may help expand options for
enriching the lives of captive animals and improve educational opportunities
for zoo visitors.
6. What are your options if you do not want to be in the study?
You do not have to join this study. If you do not join, it will not affect your grade in
any class or any of your privileges as a CWU student.
7. You will not be paid or offered other financial rewards for joining this study.

Please Note: Personally Identifiable Information was redacted due to privacy concerns.
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8. Can you leave the study early?
You can agree to this study now and change your mind later. If you wish to stop at
any time, please tell us right away. Leaving this study early will not affect your
standing at CWU in any way.
9. What other things should you know about this research study?
a. What is the Institutional Review Board (/RB) and how does it protect you?
This study has been reviewed and approved by the CWU Human Subject Review
Committee. HSRC is made up of faculty from many different departments, ethicists,
nurses, scientists, nonscientists and people from the local community. The HSRC's
purpose is to review human research studies and to protect the rights and welfare of
the people participating in those studies. You may contact the HSRC if you have
questions about your rights as a participant or if you think you have not been treated
fairly. The HSRC office number is

b. What do you do ifyou have questions about the study?
Call the principal investigator, Liz Webb, at

10. What does your signature on this consent form mean?
By signing this consent form, you are not giving up any legal rights. Your signature
means that you understand the study plan, have been able to ask questions about the
information given to you in this form, and you agree to join the study.
Participant's Name (print):
Participant's Signature:

Date: - - - - - -

Signature of Investigator:

Date: - - - - - -

Please Note: Personally Identifiable Information was redacted due to privacy concerns.
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Appendix C
Educated Condition Reading Selection
Environmental enrichment is a technique used to enrich or improve the living
conditions for captive animals. Animal caretakers identify and provide different types of
stimuli to encourage the physiological and psychological well-being of animals.
Chamove and Anderson (1989) explain that enrichment should decrease abnormal
behaviors, increase the behaviors animals are engaged in, facilitate a more normal
temporal patterning of behavior, and enable the animal to cope with challenges in a more
normal way.
Normal (or species-specific) behavior can be encouraged by scattering an
animal's daily ration of food around its exhibit, hanging it from a tree or fence, or hiding
it, rather than simply placing it in a bowl. Placing natural items such as: leaves, branches,
fruit, and other browse in an exhibit can also be forms of enrichment that look like
something you might see in the wild. This type of enrichment blends easily into an
exhibit and is called "naturalistic enrichment."
Depending on the animal, large plastic buckets, balls, cardboard boxes, fire hoses,
tires, tubes or toys can also be very stimulating as enrichment items. These items may be
brightly colored or identifiable and are usually made of man-made materials, this type of
enrichment is "artificial" enrichment. Utilizing "artificial" enrichment often allows
zookeepers more flexibility in the different items they can use.
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AppendixD
Not Educated Condition Reading Selection
The design of a facility's entrance and lobby is of critical importance especially
for infrequent visitors or first-time visitors who are unfamiliar with the zoo. The zoo must
ensure that the design of the building and the orientation systems meet the needs of the
visitors. "Design" includes elements of the physical environment (placement of doors,
windows, ticket booths/windows, information desks, etc.).
The most important of the visitors' needs are: (I) conceptual orientation
(knowledge about what to see and do and how to plan the visit) and (2) wayfinding
(knowing how to find the rest rooms, animal exhibits, gift shop, restaurants, etc.). Based
on lobby information (entrance fee, information about the animal exhibits, etc.), visitors
sometimes make the decision not to pay the entrance fee and leave the zoo.
In addition to visitor needs, the zoo must communicate to the visitor the rules of
behavior, choices, special programs, and the like. Unfortunately, very little research has
focused on this area, although zoos tend to spend considerable energy dealing with these
problems.
One of the difficulties in designing the entrance or lobby is political--a number of
different zoo stakeholders want some control. For example, the lobby usually contains an
information desk, a membership desk, ticket windows, a gift shop, local tourist
information, and so forth. Each of these entities competes for the ideal location for their
particular function.
[Adapted from Bitgood, 2002, p. 466]
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Appendix E
Computer Instructions
Sometimes you will see a button to the lower left which says "<<<Previous."
When you click it, you will be taken back to the preceding screen.
Use the"<<< Previous" button if you want to reread a section. Go ahead, try it!
Or, to proceed, click on the "OK" button and then the "Next>>>" button.
This is a simple questionnaire program.
You will be using the left mouse button to make your choices.

Please don't use the keyboard.
Click on the big gray buttons at the bottom of the screen to make a choice.
After you make a choice, you will see a new button appear to the lower right which says
''Next>>>" on it.
Clicking on the "Next>>>" button will take you to the screen that follows.
First click on the "OK" button, then click on the ''Next>>>" button. Try it!
You are now beginning a new section of this study.
Instructions will change from section to section
Please read the instructions on each new screen before answering each question.
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Appendix F
Demographic Survey
•

Age: _ _ years

•

Gender:

•

Please describe the amount of education you've completed: Please check only one

D Mor D F

box.

D Some high school D High school diploma D Some college
D College degree D Some master's courses D Master's degree or higher
•

Please estimate the total number of times you've visited a zoo: Please check only one
box.
□ Never □ 1-2 times □ 3-5 times □ 6-8 times □ 9 or more times

•

Please describe your pet ownership history: Please check only one box.

D Never owned a pet

or

□

Do not currently own a pet

or

Currently own: □ 1-2 pets □ 3-4 pets □ 5-6 pets □ 7 or more pets

•

If you currently own a pet, please check all types that apply:
□ Fish □ Dogs/cats □

Rodents/small mammals (rat, hamster, rabbit, etc.)

D Reptiles D Birds D Farm animals (horse, chicken, sheep, etc.)
•

If you have owned pets in the past, please check all types that apply:

D

Fish □ Dogs/cats □

□ Reptiles □ Birds □

Rodents/small mammals (rat, hamster, rabbit, etc.)
Farm animals (horse, chicken, sheep, etc.)
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AppendixG
Pre- and Posttest Ratings of Zoo Roles
Modern zoos have many functions, of the zoo responsibilities shown,
which do you feel is most important?*
_

Animal Caretaking

_Breeding
_

Conservation (Giving money to protect threatened habitats)
Education
Recreation/Entertainment
Research

*(After each choice was made by the participant, a new list was presented with the
previous choice(s) omitted.)
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AppendixH
Instructions and Primer
During this study you will be viewing a set of photographs.
Please take your time while viewing each photograph, notice the background, the variety
of substrates, the items present, as well as the animals and what they are doing. Do not
rush, but do not worry about memorizing every aspect of the photograph either. The next
few screens will give you an idea of what to expect during the rest of this study.
Please look at the picture, read the question, and click the button that most
closely matches your answer.

[Photograph from E. Helmick (2001 b), Honolulu Zoo. Reprinted with permission.]
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Please rate your opinion ofthe enrichment in this photograph.
Enrichment involves adding something to a captive animal's environment or modifying
that environment to stimulate behaviors resembling those of a healthy wild animal.
1) I cannot see any enrichment in this photograph.
2) I think there is enrichment in this photograph, but I'm not sure.
3) I see enrichment in this photograph, but I think there should be more to make a
difference.
4) I think the enrichment in this photograph seems adequate.
5) I think the enrichment in this photograph looks effective and beneficial.
6) I think the enrichment in this photograph looks exceptional.

Please rate your perception ofhow the animal(s) in this photographfeel(s).
1) The animal(s) in this photograph look(s) depressed and deprived.
2) The animal(s) in this photograph look(s) bored and a little indifferent.
3) The animal(s) in this photograph look(s) all right.
4) The animal(s) in this photograph look(s) well and free from anxiety.
5) The animal(s) in this photograph look(s) interested and aware.
6) The animal(s) in this photograph look(s) happy and engaged.

Please rate the visual appeal ofthe exhibit in this photograph.
1) The exhibit in this photograph is bleak and unpleasant.
2) The exhibit in this photograph is plain and needs improvement.
3) The exhibit in this photograph is adequate and meets the animal's basic needs.
4) The exhibit in this photograph is pleasant and has some likable features.
5) The exhibit in this photograph is attractive and seems well designed.
6) The exhibit in this photograph is captivating and impressive.
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Appendix I
Debriefing
Thank you for participating in this research study on the public perception of
enrichment for captive animals. Your input during this study will help us to determine
whether participants provided with information on enrichment will spend more/less
amount of time looking at photographs of captive animals with enrichment and whether
or not they will rate those photographs differently than those who are not provided with
information. Additionally, we will examine whether or not the type of exhibit and the

type of enrichment present in the exhibit will affect looking time and ratings of
photographs. This research has the potential to: demonstrate the effectiveness of
providing educational information to zoo visitors, affect the way zoos view public
perception and preferences of exhibits, and change or possibly increase the enrichment
techniques that zoos employ.
Please do not discuss the study procedures, purpose, hypotheses or any of the
information in this debriefing form with anyone so as not to bias future participants.

